Introduction
This article provides a comprehensive troubleshooting guide on the various reasons (and solutions) why
the Evolution company’s Inventory Valuation may be differing from the Inventory Control account / or
total of Inventory Control accounts’ balances, as at a specific period end..
Users may refer to the company’s Inventory Valuation balance on either the standard Inventory |
Reports | Valuation | Inventory Valuation by Date option selected, or on the Inventory | Enquiries |
Valuation By Date Utility, as compared to / reconciled with the Inventory Control account/s of the
company.

Details
Please note these differences are broadly categorized and discussed as such under the following
headings:







Temporary differences that can be fixed by relinks / specific procedures
Common setup mistakes
Company allowed configuration and processing policies
Stock valuation vs Stock Control Account Reconciliation mistakes
Data corruption occurrences
Data Migrations / Data Imports / SDK Integration

At the end of this article a couple of tips on how to diagnose/identify, and to fix the above mentioned
differences, are discussed.
Please also note the following: In this article the following terminology and naming conventions are
used:







Stock- or Inventory Valuation: means the same and are used interchangeably.
Stock- or Inventory Control account: means the same and are used interchangeably.
‘Stock Control Account/s’ refer to, either the single Stock Control account and its balance that may
exist in the company, or the sum of all Stock Control accounts’ balances.
‘Stock Control’ account may be the actual account name, or a generic name for the specific
Inventory Control account/s code/description as actually used in the company.
Differences: The difference identified between the Inventory Valuation report’s / Valuation By Date
Utility’s balance, and the Stock Control account/s balance, at a specific period end.
BP: Evolution Business Partner or dealer.
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Temporary differences that can be fixed by relinks / procedures
First consider the various relinks / procedures discussed below to fix differences that may exist between
the Stock Control account/s and Stock Valuation.
Only when they fail to rebalance the above mentioned, should further data investigations, referring to the
reasons in the other categories, be considered.
Please note that before any of the relinks / procedures below are applied, should a full company
backup be made and all other users be logged out of the company (no backup is required for
numbers 5, 6 and 7 below but the affected users should still first log out of the company).

1. General Ledger Relink
Running a General Ledger | Maintenance | General Ledger Relink (all options selected below) should
recalculate the balances of all GL accounts, including the Stock Control account/s.

Doing this may prove to be a very simple solution to balance the Stock Control account with the Stock
Valuation.

2. Inventory Relink
Running an Inventory Relink should recalculate the quantity balances of all stock items and therefore
ultimately effect the Inventory Valuation Report as well as the Inventory Valuation By Date utility.
Please always run this relink when Differences are observed. As with the GL Relink, it may also be a
quick and simple way to clear up observed differences.
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3. Other Relinks
Other Inventory related relinks that can also be run, and that may also correct/improve the above
mentioned differences, are:




Warehouse IBT Relink
Serial Number Relink
Lot Tracking Relink

4. Running the DB Maintenance and Refresh Views routines
If the Difference still exists after the above step, consider the following:
The Evolution Database Management utility can be used to perform both the DB Maintenance and
Refresh Views routines.
Employing these routines just may correct any reports’ / screens’ displayed values and thereby correct
the Differences.
The following procedure is used to re-index all SQL DB tables, and to refresh all the views of the
Evolution company:
1. Perform a company backup and ensure all users are logged out of the company.
2. Open the EDM.exe file from within the installed Evolution folder on the server PC.
3. Register the SQL server if the screen below opens by providing the correct SQL server instance,
and using Windows NT Authentication (as the logged ion Windows account should have such
permissions).
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4. Expand the SQL instance on the top left.

5. Double click/expand the specific company database to reveal the Tables, Views and Stored
Procedures objects.
6. Right click on Views, click on Refresh Views and wait until you receive a confirmation message of
a certain number of views refreshed.
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7. Again right click on Views on the left, click on DB Maintenance and wait until done. This will
perform a table re-indexing that could correct a wide variety of inaccurate data instances.
8. Log back into the Evolution company and check if the Differences has now been resolved.

5. Agent Registry Key Corruption
The content of all Evolution screens’ and reports’ are depending on the stability of agents’ Registry keys.
It’s been proven that deleting the relevant screen’s/report’s Registry key or (in some worst case
scenario’s) the complete agent’s Registry key, on the local PC, may resolve screens’ and/or reports’
content/values in some cases.
As this is quite a sensitive area of your PC (with the risk of causing other issues if not done correctly),
please rather consult with Evolution Support or your BP to assist in deletion of the appropriate Registry
key’s.

6. Agent specific reports’ values discrepancies
In some cases specific agents may observe different values on their PC’s than the rest of the network
(where none of the Differences are observed).
This phenomena may be observed even after the specific agent’s Registry key has been deleted and
may actually be due to some sort of agent corruption.
A quick way to fix the above issue is to delete the old agent (with the agent logged out of the company)
and to create a new one the user can continue with.

7. Running a Full Copy Company
Please first consider the various reasons in other categories (for having Differences) before attempting a
Full Copy Company routine.
The solution to resolve the Differences may be found in the other reasons and a Full Copy company
may not necessarily resolve the issue, but it has proven itself earlier in some of these type of queries.
If eventually you need to run a Full Copy Company, please consult with your BP or Evolution Support on
how to do this.
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Common setup mistakes
There are a host of settings in the company that should be correctly configured in relation to the client’s
business processes, before any transactions are to be processed.
Following below is a discussion of the most common setup mistakes that WILL lead to Differences.
.
Please therefore always consult with your BP to assist in setting up the Evolution company before
allowing any processing in it.
It’s highly recommended to first process a couple of test transactions in a demo company. This should
be a test company as restored using a backup from the ‘live company, with a database name such as
‘DEMO’ or similar.
Doing it this way should, among others, allow you to especially test the financial reports’ / GL accounts’
Enquiry values in order to determine if the Stock Control account/s balances with the Stock Valuation.
Finally, please note that even if any of the incorrect settings below are corrected after any inventory
related transactions (e.g. invoices, GRV’s or any others) have been posted, NO posted transaction
history will be automatically corrected/updated IN ANY WAY.
The only way to fix wrong processing is to manually reverse all transactions, correct the inaccurate
settings the way they were supposed to be, and then to reprocess again.
This fact again stresses the importance of ensuring all settings in the company to be correct before
processing any transaction.

1. Debit / Credit orientation on Inventory Transaction Types
Do you notice the differences between the two transaction types below?
Transaction Type 1:
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Transaction Type 2:

In both cases the Stock GL account is credited and the Cost of Goods Sold account is debited so one
may assume both setups to be correct.
Transaction Type 2 above is however incorrectly configured and will cause posting problems in the
Evolution company when inventory transactions are processed.
These posting problems refer especially to the wrong way GL accounts’ movement should occur.
In this case (with Transaction Type 2 being in place), when stock gets e.g. invoiced to a customer, the
relevant invoiced item’s quantity will be correctly decreased (this also correctly updating the total Stock
Valuation).
The Stock Control account balance will however be incorrectly debited (increased), causing Differences
to be created.
Please consult with your BP or Evolution Support to ensure all transaction types are correctly
configured. Never change any setting on your own without having professional Evolution consultation.

2. Using wrong GL accounts on Inventory Transaction Types
It goes without saying that the correct, relevant Stock Control account (and other GL accounts in their
respected fields) should be used on the IS (as linked to the INV transaction type when using the
Perpetual Integration Method), GRV, ADJ etc. transactions types.
For example, the IS transaction type should be setup to Credit the relevant Stock Control account
(e.g. Stock) as can be seen below.
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Else, if any other accounts are entered in the fields reserved for the intended Stock control account,
Differences may exist when documents are processed.

3. Using wrong GL accounts on Inventory Groups
A user may inadvertently select the wrong GL account on one or more Inventory Groups, especially in
the Inventory Account field as can be seen below.
Doing this cause Differences after the first relevant stock item is processed (e.g. GRV’s or invoices).

Note this account always overrides the Stock Control Account in the INV, CRN, and other related
transaction types.
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The result should therefore be having incorrect GL account postings if a wrong account has been
selected, and consequently also Differences. If the wrong account/s have been used on the Inventory

Account field you should therefore do two things here to correct it:
1. Immediately correct the Inventory Groups to use the correct control accounts
.
2. If needed, journalise the wrong balance out of the wrong account and into the actual intended
account that was supposed to have been in use since the start.

4. Not linking service Items with cost values, to correctly configured Inventory Groups
Consider the following scenario to explain the above issue:





Service Item X1 has a Unit Cost of R100.
When one unit of X1 is invoiced, the Stock Control Account will be credited and Cost of Sales
account debited, both with R100, among others. In addition, if X1 is GRV’d, the Stock Control
account will be debited.
There will however be no movement on the Inventory Valuation report, resulting in yet another
reason for having Differences.

To prevent this, do the following:
1. Create an Inventory Group for the relevant service items, named e.g. Services
2. In the Services Inventory Group, link the appropriate GL account (e.g. also called Services) in the
Inventory Account field below.

3. Finally link item X1 to the new Inventory Group.
4. Doing this should effectively bypass the Stock Control account used on the IS, GRV and other
inventory related transaction types, whenever transacting with service item X1.
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Configuration and processing procedures
This category refers especially to Inventory Defaults settings and Valuation measurement utilities such
as the Inventory Valuation by Date Utility, in addition to the way how certain processing occurs.
Note that these policies may or may not necessarily be correct/recommended and the client should, in
close co-operation with his BP, reconsider whether or not to allow/change them in the future.
Working in certain ways may obviously be required and can’t be changed. The client should however
still realize how allowing certain configurations and processing procedures, lead to Differences.

1. Allowing negative quantities in the company
To explain this reason, consider the following scenario:
1. Create a new company.
2. Create new stock item with code AAA.
3. Allow negative quantities on the Inventory Defaults screen.

4. GRV item AAA: R100 (excl.) x 10 units on 1 January 2017.
5. Compare the Inventory Valuation Report | Valuation by Date option used vs Inventory Valuation
by Date Utility vs Inventory Control account Enquiry balances.
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Inventory Valuation Report.



Inventory Valuation by Date Utility as run on 31/01/2017
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At the bottom right of the screen the total valuation displays as R1000



Inventory Control account Enquiries screen

6. So far all three of the above mentioned balance perfectly with each other.
7. Now sell 20 units of item AAA on 15 February 2017.
8. Again compare all 3 above mentioned Valuation measuring tools as on 28 February 2017


Inventory Valuation Report as run on 28 Feb 017



Inventory Valuation by Date Utility as run on 28/02/2017

At the bottom right of the screen the total valuation displays as -R1000
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Inventory Control Account balance as viewed at 28/02/2017
This should also show –R1000 (having a credit balance).

9. So far all three Valuation measuring tools balance perfectly with each other.
10. Now purchase 20 units of item AAA at R500 (excl.) each on 16/02/2017
11. Again compare all 3 above mentioned Valuation measuring tools as on 28 February 2017


Inventory Valuation Report as run on 28 Feb 017



Inventory Valuation by Date Utility as run on 28/02/2017



Stock Control Account Enquiry balance as viewed at 28/02/2017
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12. From the above, notice the R4000 difference between the Valuation by Date report and Stock
Control account balance.
13. At least the Stock Control Account balances with the Inventory Valuation by Date Utility, with only
the Valuation by Date report differing with these two.
However, as illustrated above, allowing negative quantities will cause the Stock Control Account to
be out of balance with the Inventory Valuation by Date report.
14. What happened here can be explained as follow:





R1 000 debit on the first GRV
R2 000 credit on the Invoice
R10 000 debit on the second GRV
The net result is R9000 debit balance on Stock Control account

As per design, the Inventory Valuation Report’s valuation starts from zero as it resets the cost to zero
when the quantity goes below zero.
The Valuation Report therefore uses the new cost: R500 x number of units on GRV (10) = R5000
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The following principles are applied and in accordance with General Accepted Accounting Standards
(GAAP):


It’s correct that Evolution resets the Valuation balance to R0.00 and continue from there, the
moment the quantity goes into negative.



In this case a manual journal to the INV Control account is therefore in order to bring it into balance
with the Valuation Report.



Also note that when the Invoice of 20 units was processed, the Cost of Sales account may have
been either overstated / understated.
This is because the user didn’t originally purchase the full 20 units (as sold on the invoice), at the
GRV cost (R100 in this case). Instead only 10 units were originally purchased (at R100/unit).

2. ‘Reset cumulative value..’ option selected on Inventory Valuation by Date Utility
The Inventory Valuation By Date Utility is a powerful tool to determine the company’s total stock
valuation at any given date, and can also be used to reconcile/compare valuation with the Stock Control
account/s balance.
Consider the following scenario to further explain how the selection of its ‘Reset’ option affects the
reconciliation:
1. The Valuation Date on the Valuation By Date utility is set to 30 June 2015.
2. The Reset Cumulative Value When Quantity Is Zero option is selected.

3. The total valuation on 30 June 2015 as calculated, as observed on the bottom of the screen, is
R10.00.

4. The Stock Control account Enquiry balance on 30 June 2015 however, is R15.00.
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5. If however, the Reset option is unselected below, and the View button at the top of the screen reselected,

the Utility’s total valuation is changed to R15.00 which only now agrees with the Stock Control
account balance on 30 June 2015.

Please click here to obtain a detailed guide on the Inventory Valuation By Date utility, why the Reset
option is required on the utility, and how/when to use it.
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3. ‘Post Average Cost Variance’ setting selected
On the Inventory Defaults | Returns To Supplier screen, notice the Post Average Cost Variance
option below that can be selected.

If this option has been selected and, the RTS for a stock item is processed at a different cost than its
current average cost, Differences will be observed.
Notice that the above option only affects the Stock Control account (as maintained in the POSTGL
table) and not the POSTST (stock transactions table) at all, resulting in the imbalance.
To explain the above, consider the following scenario (on a newly created company):
1. Select the above option below on the Inventory Defaults | Return to Supplier tab:
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2. Process a GRV for 1 unit of stock item AAA at R100 (VAT excl.), on 3 Jan 2017
3. Process a GRV for 10 units of stock item BBB at R200 (VAT excl.), on 19 Jan 2017
4. Process a RTS for 3 units of stock item BBB at R150 (VAT excl.), on 28 Feb 2017
5. Notice the total Valuation on the right bottom of the Inventory Valuation By Date Utility, as run on
28 Feb 2017

6. The Stock Control account balance on 28 Feb 2017, however display as R1500
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7. Also notice that the standard Valuation By Date report, as ran on 28 Feb 2017, also produces a
value of R1500
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When the Posting Average Cost Variances option needs to be selected, the Evolution client should
therefore decide:







Based on his own internal stock valuation policies, to adopt the stock valuation on either
the Inventory Valuation Report-,
or the Inventory Valuation by Date Utility,
and post stock control account journal adjustments,
if using the Inventory Valuation by Date Utility’s balance.
This is in order to balance the stock valuation with the Stock Control account.

Please note however that if the above option is not selected before the RTS is processed (as a cost
amount differing from the current Average Cost), then there should be no difference between the Stock
Valuation and Stock Control account/s.

4. Allowing back dated stock transactions
The 4th reason may explain yet another reason for having Differences between the Inventory Valuation
by Date report and Inventory Valuation by Date utility.
Note that in this case the Utility may even agree with the Stock Control account balance for the same
period. The Inventory Valuation report may however differ with the Stock Control account balance.
For example, below notice the report value as on 31 January 2016:
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Note however below the value on the Inventory Valuation by Date Enquiries Utility:

One of the main reasons that may cause this difference is due to back dated stock related transactions.
In this case, notice the two (an Invoice and GRV) transactions below, processed respectively 5 and 7
January 2016. Also notice below the Invoice’s DateStamp value of 29 February 2016 at 11:05. The
GRV’s DateStamp value is also 29/01/2016 (but at 11:06 – as physically processed being after the last
Invoice)

The result is that Evolution needs to recalculate the Unit/Average Cost as at the end of January 2016 on
the Valuation by Date report, and this new valuation may not correspond with the Inventory Valuation by
Date Enquiries value.
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In conclusion:
Whenever there are any back dated transactions in the company, the Valuation by Date report should
rather not be used and the user should make exclusively use of the Valuation by Date Enquiries
utility.
Users will also discover that the Valuation by Date Enquiries utility should also correspond with the
relevant stock account’s GL Enquiries value for the same period.

5. Using the Periodic Stock Integration Method
On the Inventory Defaults | General tab, notice the option between using Perpetual and Periodic
Integration Methods:
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The difference between these two options can be explained as follow:
Integration Method
Perpetual

Periodic

Description
The system updates general ledger inventory and cost of sales accounts
each time there is a relevant transaction. This keeps the system up to
date automatically
The system does not update the general ledger inventory and cost of
sales accounts. You must do so manually, on a periodic basis

When inventory processing occurs with the Periodic Integration Method selected, the Stock Control
account will differ with the Stock Valuation.
This is because the former never gets updated when any stock related transactions are processed when
using Periodic integration.

Please consult with your BP on the above setting when starting in a new company and never change his
setting without proper BP / Evolution Support consultation.

6. Processing direct journals on the Stock Control account
When GL journals are directly posted to any Stock Control account/s, Differences will occur.
The reason for this is that GL journal transactions don’t include any stock items and as a result no
movement occurs on the Stock Valuation (POSTST table not effected).
If any such direct journals are observed on the company that should lead, as a net result, to Differences.
You should reverse them in order to again balance the Stock Valuation with the Stock Control account/s.
A quick way to identify if direct journals were processed on the Stock Control account/s, is as follow:
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1. On the GL Enquiries grid insert the Code column.

2. All GL journals should display with a Code value of JNL (or specific GL transaction type created and
used on the journal) as can be seen below:

Reconciliation mistakes
1. Not comparing all Stock Control Accounts when reconciling differences
Some companies may have multiple Stock Control accounts and users should therefore always
consider all such accounts when reconciling with the Stock Valuation.
When the above comparison/reconciliation is performed, the user should therefore always include all
Stock Control accounts that were ever used in the company’s transactional history.
This is opposed by using only the specific Stock Control account that is currently used in e.g. the INV,
GRV etc. transaction types.
It makes therefore no sense to only compare the balance of the Stock Control account as currently
used on the various transaction types, against the Stock Valuation.
Also consider that the company may have various Inventory Groups, each with its own potential Stock
Control account, that also need to be taken into account when reconciling/fixing Differences.
To reiterate again: Always ensure your reconciliation includes the balances of all Stock Control accounts
that were ever/previously used on any stock related transaction type and Inventory Groups
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2. Ignoring balances posted from old accounts’ balances to sub-accounts
When a GL main account with a balance acquires its first sub-account, the main account’s balance is
moved to the new sub-account.
In some cases users may, for some reason, later made this first new sub-account inactive, and/or simply
ignoring its balance as part of reconciling the above mentioned difference.
This should ultimately result in an unexplainable difference between the Stock Valuation and Stock
Control account/s.

3. Using different dates between Stock Valuation report/Utility and GL Enquiries/GL
related reports
This seems like a very obvious mistake to make but please always consider to compare apples-withapples. Always ensure all valuation measurement tools make use of the same dates when comparing
their results with each other.

4. Filters incorrectly applied on the Valuation by Date Report- or Valuation By Date
Utility
Filters may have been selected on the above report and/or utility that may exclude certain items,
Groups, Packs, Warehouses, etc. As a result Differences may be observed.
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5. Inactive stock Items with quantities
Another reconciliation mistake is to make some stock items inactive even if they are still carrying
quantities.
As a result these items will not display on the Inventory Valuation report, regardless if they have any
quantities on them. This is yet another reason for having a Difference.
As there isn’t even an option on the Valuation report to include or exclude inactive items, be careful
when making any items inactive. First always ensure all their quantities have been journalized and/or is
properly accounted for.

Data corruption occurrences
1. Quantity related issues
Users may observe certain items to still unexpectedly display on the Inventory Valuation report /
Valuation By Date Utility, even though they are supposed to have zero quantities and with the following
option selected on the report.

These items may display with decimal stock quantity values only, e.g. 0.56, or be normal and
with/without decimal values e.g. 23 or 23.4567.
To explain further, we’ll refer to item ACE003 as an example. This item is supposed to have a zero
quantity and should not be on the report with above mentioned selection made.
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As viewed on the Inventory Item Enquiries screen, all quantity fields below indicate that the item should
have zero quantity in stock.

The Warehouse tab also displays no quantities on any of the warehouses.

Please note the solution provided further below should only be attempted by a professional Sage
Evolution data fix consultant.
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The details provided below are not covering all potential aspects such as corrupted WIP, serial number,
lots and unit of measure issues that may also need to be considered in some cases.
The following analytical procedure refers to an actual case study that was used to investigate
the issue:

1. Run this SQL script to view the field values for item ACE003:
select * from stkitem
where code = 'ace003'
2. Notice the Qty_On_Hand field that indicates a zero quantity.

3. Analyse the WHSESTK table (using the correct whstocklink id value for item ACE003)
select * from whsestk
where whstocklink = 778
4. The results below indicate that at least one specific warehouse has a quantity. This is unexpected
as it’s not agreeing with the Evolution front end’s Warehouse Enquiries screen, or the above
STKITEM table.
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5. The solution should therefore require a customized SQL script to get rid of the above quantity, as
the net result of the Item’s transactions clearly indicate there should be zero quantity in stock for the
above warehouse.
6. After the customized SQL script mentioned above is applied, when the script below is again ran, the
WHSESTK table’s quantities for item ACE003 should be cleared, as indicated below.
select * from whsestk
where whstocklink = 778
Results should display zero quantities after the fix:

7. As a result item ACE003 should no longer appear on the Inventory Valuation report, with the above
mentioned option selected to exclude zero quantity items.
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ADDITIONAL NOTES:
As part of investigating this issue, also look in, among others the _etblInvCostTracking table,
specifically in the fQtyOnJHand field for any values with multiple decimal values e.g. 0.00001, or any
values that looks out of place.

2. Duplicate records
The above heading refers to, among others, the existence of duplicate stock items/ID’s, warehouse
codes/ID’s, Bin Lcation codes/ID’s, Lot Numbercodes/ID’s, serial numbers/ID’s etc.
These duplicate records may also contribute towards Differences in a number of ways.
Note that only a professional Evolution BP or Support consultant should assist to identfy and resolve
any type of invalid duplicate records in the company database.

3. One-sided postings due to intermittent network/power failures
An unstable power supply and/or network may cause a host of different error messages and lead to
imbalanced posting.
For example, only the POSTGL table, where the GL account transactions are maintained, and not also
the POSTST table (maintaining Stock transactions), may be updated when a transaction/journal batch is
processed when a power supply/network drop simultanously occurs, or vice versa.
Diagnosing and fixing this type of problem should be handled by a professional Evolution consultant.
At the same time, the client’s IT consultant should diagnose the Evolution network to improve any
instabilities in the network or power supply.
In many cases the implementation of a reliable UPS (Uninterrupted Power Supply) system to
obvercome power interruptions should be considered.

4. Other data corruption instances
As with any other complex system, Evolution is no different and its company data is unfortunately prone
to data corruption, mostly due to a myriad of external reasons. These reasons include, but are not
limited to power and network instability, viruses, hardware/hard drive failures, improper SDK integrations
or SQL data imports, etc.
The bottom line is that any instance of data corruption should be identified, fixed and its re-occurrence
prevented as a matter of urgency under any condition.
Not only could this lead to Differences, but Evolution clients may also lose faith in their company data’s
integrity and reporting results.
As part of a proper data investigation to trouble shoot Differences, a skilled Evolution consultant should
also investigate company data for instances of data corruption and have it fixed.
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Data Migrations / Data Imports / SDK Integration
1. Pastel Partner to Evolution data conversion
When Pastel Partner company data has been converted to Evolution, the Valuation Report may not
necessarily balance with the Inventory Control account.
This is because the relevant stock transaction history may not have updated the relevant Evolution
table, specifically in the _etblInvCostTracking table.
As a result the Inventory Valuation report, with the option Valuation by Date selected, as well as the
Inventory Valuation By Date Utility may not balance with the Inventory Control account/s. This is
especially true if one or more transactions have been processed in the Evolution company, after the
data conversion has completed.
Take note of the following message that may display in the Evolution company’s Inventory Valuation By
Date report, directly after the Partner data has been converted, with no transactions yet manually
processed as well.

,

2. Data Imports and 3rd party SDK integration
The highest care should always be taken with any types of company data imports, as well as AR/AP
related, 3rd party SDK data integration. Else, when a stringent quality control protocol is not routinely
applied, the risk for Differences is increased.
Please always properly test the results of data imports and setting up of any type of SDK integration with
the Evolution company.
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Identifying and correcting differences
1. Diagnostic Tool
The Diagnostic Tool is a powerful analytical and troubleshooting utility to indicate where and why
posting discrepancies between the GL and sub ledgers, including the AR and AP modules, exist.
These reasons include, among others, over/under allocations, direct journals and sub-ledger
transactions without mirroring ledger transactions and vice versa, setup mistakes, etc.
Although the Diagnostic Tool can only analyse the above issues and not also fix them as well, it’s still
a handy utility that efficiently show users exactly where and why inconsistencies exist. Using it should
save significant time in the overall process of restoring company reporting integrity.
.
Please click here to obtain a detailed Diagnostic Tool guide discussing how to set up and work with it.

2. Using the Audit Trial Report
Under certain conditions, e.g. unexpected power or network interruptions, one side GL entries may be
posted. As a result, the AR/AP Control account for instance may therefore be missing an entry when an
invoice, credit note etc. has been processed.
To identify one sided postings, run the General ledger | Audit Trial Report as follow:
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From the above, notice the following:


The Margin of Error filter option should be the only one selected and a value of 0.01 entered on the
Margin field.



Run the report with these settings to have the report displaying only those transactions that caused
one-sided entries on the General Ledger accounts, regardless the Evolution module where they
were processed.

To analyse the results, notice the following:
The report results display in addition to the Audit Trial Number, also the following of the one sides
transaction identified:







Transaction date,
Transaction reference number,
Module (based on the transaction type displayed below = INV),
Ledger Account,
Transaction amount and
Debit/Credit orientation of all one sided transactions found. .

In the above example, only the Sales account has been updated with an Inventory / Sales Order invoice
processed. This implies the Stock Control account may not been updated as well and as a result
Differences will be observed in the company.
In order to correct the above identified issue, please consult with your BP or Evolution Support.

3. Correcting identified differences
As per discrepancies identified with the Diagnostic Tool (or those identified with manually comparing
Stock Control account- with Stock transaction history), decide on how to fix each one:
The following advice should be considered (after backing up the company):
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1. Process direct journal entries on the Stock Control account
If you trust a specific sub-ledger entry (posting) of a transaction but that is not reflecting in the AR/AP
control account, process a direct journal against the Stock Control account.
You should obviously also decide which contra GL account to use in this process.
2. Sub-ledger adjustments
If for some reason the Inventory Valuation needs to be adjusted without also affecting the Stock
Control or any other GL accounts, consider the following:
1. You may need to adjust either certain stock items’ quantities/cost values without also affecting the
GL at all. The end result should be to balance the Stock Valuation with the Stock Control account.
2. To achieve this create a new Inventory Adjustment Transaction Type that both debits and credits
the Suspense account. Also notice that this transaction type should not process any tax with the
Tax option unselected below.
Using this new transaction type should ensure that a net movement should not result in the GL.

3. Open an Inventory | Transactions | Journal Batch
4. On each transaction line select the specific stock item, the new transaction type, and where
relevant enter either the new Quantity In or Quantity Out and New Unit Cost values (in addition to
the line reference and description values, transaction date and the rest of the fields).

5. Process the above as above. The end result should be the Differences that have been cleared.
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